“Whimsy” - An experiment in 009
“Free-form modelling is the last refuge of the failed rivet-counter”

Why?
The often quirky layouts shown at exhibitions by members of the 009 Society always attract
a throng of admirers. Narrow gauge “Emmett” locos squealing round impossible curves
dragging short rakes of assorted wagons or an open coach with jolly curtains. Tramcars
rattling along winding village streets and slate quarry traffic huffing up steep hillsides are all
part of the genre of which I wanted a taste. But as a dedicated N-Gauger I felt I must stay
true to gauge, and so I fantasised about a little 009 demo layout rather than a chunky
version of the Romney, Hythe and Dymchurch at 7mm scale on 9mm track.
What was my aim? To entertain the kids (yeah – right!). To have fun unrestricted by the
need to count rivets? To try out some novel building methods? To enhance my limited
skills? To scratch a 3D fancy? All of those, and probably more.
Baseboard and track
I began by buying a 2ft square of 12mm ply. Why 12mm when 9 or even 6 would have been
plenty? Because B&Q would sell me only an 8x4 sheet of 9mm, which was more expensive
than a 4x2 sheet of 12mm. OK – so I’ve now got a spare 2x2 sheet of 12mm ply, if anyone
is interested! Oh – and I invested in 2.4m of 2x1 planed softwood, which now forms a
protective rim under my baseboard. So far, all good, basic stuff.
The arithmetically-inclined among you will already have noticed that a 2ft square baseboard
will accommodate, at very best, a 12-inch radius curved track. Yes, 009 stock is happy with
9-inch or even less. But the only points available in 009 track (I used Peco “crazy track) are
12-inch radius, meaning that the only possible track layout was a simple circle. So that’s
what I built – but with something like a 10-inch radius in order to leave a safety margin

around the edges in case of derailment. Of course, I had the usual problem with persuading
two metre-lengths of flexi crazy track to bend and then join up without one rail always being
10mm shorter than it should have been. Brute force, a hammer and a lot of track pins sorted
it, though.
I used N-Gauge ballast, spread with one of those dinky little spreaders that do a beautifully
neat job, but produce twice as much ballast as you need, necessitating much brushing and
swearing. Ballast Magic was then dropped on (don’t believe the blurb – it still has a lot of
surface tension when applied out of the bottle and I found it essential to lightly spray the dry
ballast with water before applying the Magic via the supplied micro-applicator. Might as well
have used dilute PVA). At the completion of this tedious task I had a more-or-less round,
raggedly-ballasted track on a rather heavy baseboard. Onwards and Upwards!
That 3D Effect
My mother always told me never to build a layout on one level: make at least two hills. So I
piled up a few randomly-cut pieces of inch-thick insulation foam and arranged the heaps
(only about 5-6 inches in height) before gluing them in position and trimming the harsh
edges with one of those slide-out, snap-off blades you can get from your local Poundshop.
Much cheaper than a “foam knife”. I also sculpted a few rocks and other creative bumps
before slapping on a couple of layers of plaster-bandage from Lloyds Pharmacy – much
cheaper than ModRoc. It’s tricky to handle once it’s wet because it behaves like a freshly
cut length of sellotape, curling up and sticking to itself. The clue is to cut 3inch x 6inch
pieces and hold each by the top two corners as it comes out of the water. Let it drip all over
the parquet and you’ll have to wait 6 months before your next pink chit. Arrange the pieces
tastefully over your hills, smoothing the gooey surface with your fingers. Leave it overnight to
dry hard, then fill in any holes with polyfilla or similar. Paint it with whatever colours appeal
to you at the time. I squeezed two large blobs of white and black acrylic onto a saucer and
waded in with a large brush, dipped in water to make the paint run into all the cracks. I got
at least Fifty Shades of Grey.

Grass, Trees and Shrubbery, Roads and Station Carpark
The layout at this stage has the appearance of Pompeii after the latest hiccup – colour-less.
It needed static grass on most of the level bits and on some of the ledges around the hills. It
also needed a few trees to hide the fact the track is only a circle and some shrubs to fill in
the gaps. Add a road that falls off the side of the baseboard and some semblance of a
carpark by the station approach and ………job done!
Trees are made of twisted copper wire stripped from multicore mains cable, soldered to stop
the strands fraying, coated with flexibark, painted and then adorned with foliage mat, teased
out thinly and hair-sprayed in place. They are anchored in PVA-glued holes in the plaster
sub-layer. Several years ago, the resident witch, Broom Hilda, had an unfortunate accident
with the contents of her cauldron and destroyed much of the vegetation around her house.
Stunted trees and blackened bushes are, however, well suited to the name of her small
broomport – “Black Bush”.

Buildings
The Liphook Club’s G-Scale model “Lumpy Barmcake” was my inspiration and my guide. I
took note of the building outlines revealed on their website (see below) and tried to
reproduce, with some success, the most attractive ones in 2mm scale. It was great fun,
even though I never quite escaped from the tyranny of accurate card cutting. But being able
to go for total improvisation was uplifting. Being duly uplifted, I made half a dozen weird
shapes of houses and cottages, including a police station, a shop, an inn and a witch’s hut
(housing “Broom Hilda”) that sports a Nimbus 3000, a cauldron, a short runway complete
with windsock, and two red LEDs that blink randomly on and off behind the windows.
Electrics
Those blinking LEDs are worth a brief description. The idea came to me in the pub when
Andy Brown was buying and so Greg was there too. The learned conversation was veering

dangerously towards hard re-sets and surface mounted TOTIs when I casually intervened
with a question about random flashing. I said that my perfect dual-flasher would have a
random-interval duty cycle and Andy’s eyes lit up. Muttering something about a little project,
he produced, within the week, a thumb-sized microprocessor called an “Arduino Board” (See
N-Gauge Journal 6/15, page 32 “Motorising the Peco Turntable”). Andy had taken my spec,
bought a Board from China for 2p, downloaded the relevant program from the web,
programmed the Board and handed it to me for testing. What can I say? It worked perfectly
on my test rig, with both LEDs flashing completely randomly. But not when I installed it in
Broom Hilda’s bedroom. I tested the output voltages – both OK, changing plus and minus
just as you’d expect. So I changed the LED polarity. Still no signs of flashing. Had I got
them round the wrong way? I changed them again. Zilch. So I took my layout to show
Andy. He advised me to change the LED polarity. I did that – and they worked. Don’t you
just hate people who can do things like that?
Andy also took my second-hand Hornby controller that had but one (variable) DC output,
removed its lid, installed a few tiny components and handed it back with a new 4-way lead
offering a variable track-feed plus a constant 12V for the LEDs. It overheats and cuts out
when it feels a bit off-colour. But hey – that’s life on the railways.
Locos and Stock
I have an Eggerbahn and a Jouef to play with. Both trundle in and out of the trees quite
nicely. I have an ambition to scratch-build another loco using a Kato chassis plus bodywork
from old tram tickets, beer cans and toilet rolls. It’s good to have ambitions, so long as you
keep them under control.
I also have a second-hand open coach, with candy-stripe curtains, two side tipping wagons
and an Emmett-style brake van in a fetching shade of red. What fun.
Challenges Overcome!
Installing lighting – this task is so much easier if you install LEDs in buildings before the
buildings are built – and especially before you glue them to the baseboard;
Experimenting with plumbers’ hemp to create thatch (can be done but requires rather more
patience than I can muster);

Experimenting with DAS clay mixed with PVA to create raggedy tiling on the Station annex;
Finding sufficient drive and enthusiasm to cut 100+ tiles from paper and card and apply each
one to the right spot with a dab of glue;
Discovering how best to cut, glue and stain coffee stirrers to make tumble-down buildings
(Costa Coffee’s are the best – those from Alresford Station Buffet tend to be thin and
warped);
Finding a way to match complex curves in roof tiling – solved by using lots of paper
templates and trimming each successive one until a near-perfect match is achieved. Then
applying lots of glue and holding firm until the roof is firmly attached to your fingers;
Making flexi-track bend in a circle so that it meets itself coming back without inserting a track
joiner under the thumbnail – solved by asking Noel to help;
Persuading the hair-like wires from olde-worlde street lamps to go through a 1mm hole in
three separated layers of scenery. Solved by stripping off a short length of mains cable
insulation and using that as a feeder/guide tube.

Tributes:
1
The “Lumpy Barmcake and Salted Cracker” fun-layout by the Liphook Club
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zOoIjebb9q8) at 16.5mm gauge and in G-Scale. (Some
of what I’ve built has a distinct feel of the Liphook Club about it). But imitation is the
sincerest form of……etc.
2
Julian Evison for his backbone-stiffening advice, together with the 009 Society which
publishes a very useful monthly mag.
3
“Scratchy Bottom Halt and Cloud Cuckoo Creek” an exercise in G-Scale by
Smallbrook Studios of the IoW.

